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Chapter 9 

Spend Analysis

In this chapter, we’ll showcase a major analysis area for procure-

ment—spend analysis. SAP Ariba Spend Analysis combines supplier 

data with category- and invoice-based spending to build a compre-

hensive view of your procurement spending.

The most important strategic area of procurement is spend analysis. Once your pro-

curement systems and processes are in place, the resulting transactional data across

these systems needs to be analyzed. An organization that constantly analyzes its pro-

curement activities will grow smarter with each cycle, create more savings and com-

petitive opportunities, and ultimately increase both bottom- and top-line revenue:

Bottom-line revenue increases by saving the organization more money, and top-line

revenue increases by identifying growth opportunities with a company’s key suppli-

ers. To paraphrase Socrates, an unexamined procurement operation is not worth

running.

In this chapter, we’ll outline SAP Ariba’s spend analysis tool—SAP Ariba Spend Analy-

sis—and show you how to implement it to get a closer look at your procurement

operations at large and learn where to make changes. Depending on which SAP Ariba

solutions you’ve implemented, you may also run reports on other areas of procure-

ment, such as sourcing events, contracts, purchase orders, requisitions, and suppli-

ers. In any case, SAP Ariba Spend Analysis is SAP Ariba’s main reporting tool.

9.1    What Is Spend Analysis?

Spend analysis is the process of analyzing historical spend by collecting, categorizing,

cleansing, and evaluating data on spend from all business units/departments across

the organization. The goal of spend analysis is to increase profitability within an

organization by identifying wasteful spending and reducing procurement cost,

increasing operational efficiency, and identifying contracts for renegotiation.
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Good spend analysis begins with a good spend visibility across the spend ecosystem,

as shown in Figure 9.1.

Figure 9.1  Spend Management Ecosystem

Factors that can drive a focus on spend analysis include the following:

� Need to identify and forecast savings opportunities

� Need to identify and prioritize top spend categories

� Need to improve negotiation leverage for supplier contracts

� Need to track off-contract spend

� Need to bolster bottom-line growth

� Need to reduce supply base

Spend analysis is crucial for organizations to align procurement (purchasing) strate-

gies with the organization’s overall strategic goals to maintain a competitive edge

over peers in its industry.
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Challenges in Gaining Spend Visibility

Some challenges that companies face in terms of gaining spend visibility across the

organization are:

� Inconsistent data quality

� Limited access to market information

� Poor visibility on suppliers

� Disparate data sources

� Manual effort-intensive processes

In the following sections, we’ll look at some key strategies for spend analysis that

your company can utilize and describe how SAP Ariba’s Spend Analysis tool can help

this process.

9.1.1    Spend Analysis Strategies

In today’s fast-paced global economy, to be competitive, companies should take a

more strategic approach where their procurement organization plays a major role in

driving towards the company’s overall goals.

Here are some ways to understand your spend better and control costs through

spend analytics:

� Analyzing aggregate spend

With spend data and analytics, companies can use this data to understand “what

your company buys?”, “who buys it?”, “what’s the buy process and buy channels?”

This understanding of aggregate spend allows companies to streamline their pro-

cesses and further reduce spend.

� Managing supplier performance

With spend data and analytics, companies can measure their suppliers on metrics

and key performance indicators that matters to the company. This allows compa-

nies to identify risks in its supply chain such as over dependency on a supplier,

quality issues, and other risks. Based on this information, companies can take cor-

rective actions with their supply chain to mitigate the company’s risks.

� Enforcing contract compliance

Contract compliance to ensure the right suppliers are awarded business and con-

tracts are adhered to is key for your company’s bottom-line and performance.
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Spend analytics provides useful insight and opportunities for your company to

drive for better contract compliance.

� Forecast planning

With historical spend data and analytics, your company has better visibility into

its spend trends. This allows you to make more informed decisions about manag-

ing supplier relationships so as to improve processes.

� Internal benchmarking

Spend analysis tool can help companies create internal benchmarks so that you

can monitor their performance and continuously improve to stay ahead of the

curve.

� Sharing spend behavior across departments

With Spend data and analytics, departments and business units can understand

spending behaviors and review internal processes. By providing visibility to pre-

ferred suppliers, and tools to better manage spend, departments and business

units can modify the way they buy goods and services, and award contracts to a

smaller set of key, high performing suppliers. Departments can significantly

increase efficiency using SAP Ariba Spend Analytics.

Through spend analytics you can identify spend and drill down to spend by supplier.

This data allows you to understand who your key suppliers are and provides oppor-

tunities to build strategic relationships with your key suppliers allowing you to nego-

tiate deeper discounts. Consolidating your spend to these suppliers provides savings

opportunities for your company.

In the next section, we’ll look at how SAP Ariba can with a key component of spend

analysis—spend visibility.

9.1.2    SAP Ariba Spend Analysis

SAP Ariba’s answer to spend analysis is its cloud-based solution—SAP Ariba Spend

Analysis. This solution allows you to extract, classify, and enrich spending data from

your other SAP Ariba solutions like SAP Ariba Buying and Invoicing and from your

SAP ERP backend or other legacy spend systems. You can then analyze the spend data

collected from various sources using dashboards, risk intelligence, compliance/

spend reporting, and benchmarking, as shown in Figure 9.2.
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Figure 9.2  SAP Ariba Spend Analysis

SAP Ariba Spend Analysis is an effective spend management tool with the following

features:

� Spend management dashboard with a 360-degree view of all spend activities

� Native integration to the most comprehensive supplier database—Dun & Brad-

street (D&B)

� Blazing fast analysis on spend data with SAP HANA

� Best practice services with the tool to accelerate your return on investment (ROI)

� Cloud-based deployment to realize lower total cost of ownership (TCO) and rapid

time to value

SAP Ariba Spend Analysis is available in several versions, depending on your data

analysis needs and landscape:

� SAP Ariba Spend Analysis basic

– SAP Ariba Spend Analysis basic for SAP Spend Performance Management (pri-

marily for SAP environments)

– SAP Ariba Spend Analysis basic (focused on non-SAP environments)

� SAP Ariba Spend Analysis professional

– An augmented solution to the basic versions
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In short, spend analysis is the general product area, and SAP Ariba Spend Analysis

(both basic and professional) are the reporting tools that can deliver complete analyt-

ics projects, including project management and data enrichment.

The core spend performance management functionality in the basic SAP Ariba Spend

Analysis includes multiple engines to distill the data into actionable form:

� Data validation engine

Uploading SAP Ariba Spend Analysis data files includes automatic data validation,

designed to identify formatting errors in the files, as well as reports detailing

errors occurring during the data load.

� Supplier matching engine 

A supplier engine matches supplier records in your data against SAP Ariba’s more

than 200 million-record supplier database and enriches validated suppliers for

supplier parentage and other information, according to your service level agree-

ment (SLA).

� Rationalization engine 

A rationalization engine uses learned models; text reading; and linguistic analysis

of invoices, general ledgers, and supplier information to rationalize transactions.

� Business rule engine 

A business rule engine invokes business rules or mappings specific to your com-

pany to categorize transactions.

� Inference engine 

An inference engine uses weighted triangulation and multivector inference on

potential outcomes of classifications to ensure the highest reliability of outcome.

� Machine learning engine 

A machine learning engine uses decision trees, classification by example, Bayesian

algorithms, and joint field hybrid methods using historically categorized transac-

tions and export refinement to predict classification outcomes.

If you see commodity classification errors in the data, you can submit those errors

via a change request workflow for correction. Approved requests are exported and

included in the next enrichment cycle. Depending on the service levels defined in the

SAP Ariba Spend Analysis deployment description, SAP Ariba will run data enrich-

ment refreshes at given intervals.
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Optional features and services include:

� Custom commodity taxonomies up to six levels

This option must be implemented by leveraging SAP Ariba services.

� Supplier diversity and green reporting

This reporting option needs to be enabled by an SAP Ariba representative, and

diversity and green data is managed as an SAP Ariba service.

� Supplier risk and financial data

Risk data requires a separate contract with Dun & Bradstreet, a company informa-

tion provider. The SAP Ariba representative can act as a liaison between your com-

pany and D&B to gather the supplier risk data. Financial data is enabled by SAP

Ariba representative directly in SAP Ariba.

SAP Ariba Spend Analysis professional includes all these capabilities plus a few addi-

tional features. One main difference between the Basic and Professional versions of

SAP Ariba Spend Analysis is the dashboard, which is exclusively part of SAP Ariba

Spend Analysis professional. This dashboard centralizes the views and reporting in

one area and includes:

� A personal calendar for each user

� SAP Ariba data, such as to-do lists and document folders, which users can add to

their dashboards

� Company news content, including information from RSS feeds, which can be con-

figured include news content from your sites.

� The ability for users to create multiple dashboards to cover different areas

Other differences can be found in reporting. SAP Ariba Spend Analysis professional

include:

� Prepackaged invoice and PO reports

� Basic supplier financial data

� Reporting against common commodity benchmark data such as consumer price

index and producer price index

� Custom analytical reporting, including reporting across multiple fact tables and

compound reports

� United Nations Standard Products and Services Code (UNSPSC) commodity dis-

play in English and up to four different languages
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Each SAP Ariba Spend Analysis subscription includes an SAP Ariba best practice cen-

ter-managed project, which is, in essence, a coaching engagement that provides rec-

ommendations on the technical and functional use of the software.

Note

The main difference between professional and basic versions is the dashboard,

which is only provided in SAP Ariba Spend Analysis professional, which also includes

augmented reporting services and support.

In the following section, we’ll look at the how you can plan for a successful imple-

mentation of SAP Ariba Spend Analysis using either basic or professional.

9.2    Planning Your Implementation

As mentioned in previous chapters, the key to a successful implementation of the

SAP Ariba Spend Analysis is planning, key stakeholder/executive-level ownership,

and effective change management. The SAP Ariba Spend Analysis team must be

engaged to implement this solution. Implementing SAP Ariba Spend Analysis is dif-

ferent from implementing other SAP Ariba modules in that SAP Ariba Spend Analysis

does not follow the typical SAP Ariba on-demand deployment methodology, which is

the SAP Activate methodology.

Table 9.1 shows the implementation methodology for spend visibility.

Prepare and Kickoff � Kick off the project team

� Provide data schema training

Data Collection and Validation � Build data extraction scripts

� Upload data to SAP Ariba Spend Analysis

� Validate data collected and provide feedback

Data Enrichment � Load data to SAP Ariba Enrichment tool (ADE)

� ADES expert analyze and cleanse data

Supplier Enrichment � ADES provides supplier enrichment component includ-

ing supplier parentage for customer analysis

Table 9.1  Spend Visibility Implementation Methodology
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To implement the SAP Ariba Spend Analysis solution, the following roles will be

required on SAP Ariba side:

� SAP Ariba data enrichment services lead

� SAP Ariba project manager

� SAP Ariba Spend Analysis shared services lead

� SAP Ariba Spend Analysis technical lead

The following roles will be required on the customer side:

� Project sponsor

� Project manager

� Functional data lead

� Functional subject matter experts (SMEs)

� Technical data lead (IT)

In the following section, we’ll review the phases in the SAP Ariba Spend Analysis

deployment process that you, the customer, must plan for.

9.2.1    Prepare and Kickoff Phases

The prepare phase is the first implementation phase, usually after you’ve completed

the discover phase with the SAP Ariba sales organization. The initial project scope,

timeline, and budget is agreed upon during the discover phase. The purpose of the

prepare phase is to confirm value drivers, goals and objectives, project scope, and suc-

cess metrics for a successful implementation. In this phase, the project team is iden-

tified. The project plan, the project governance framework, the issues and risk plan,

and the project roles and responsibilities matrix are defined and finalized with the

customer.

Analytics projects are somewhat more nuanced, however. Analytics can often pro-

vide the return on investment for projects, especially procurement projects, where a

Deploy � Commodity classifications provided

� User training

� Deployment of SAP Ariba Spend Analysis

� Conduct data assessment

Table 9.1  Spend Visibility Implementation Methodology (Cont.)
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single insight can sometimes pay for the entire implementation. As tantalizing as

this prospect may be, analytics projects usually come later in the overall rollout pro-

cess of procure-to-pay (P2P) solutions because analytics requires data, and data must

be generated before you can report on it. For SAP Ariba Spend Analysis, defining the

dataset that will underpin these reports is a key task and ideally should be under-

taken prior to project kickoff.

The roles and responsibilities will be needed for the tasks we’ve just discussed:

� SAP Ariba data enrichment services team

The SAP Ariba data enrichment services team is responsible for all aspects of cus-

tomer data enrichment for on-demand engagements leveraging SAP Ariba data

enrichment technology for supplier enrichment and commodity classifications.

� SAP Ariba project manager 

Both an in-house project manager and an SAP Ariba and/or consulting partner

project manager are assigned to a SAP Ariba Spend Analysis project. SAP Ariba

Spend Analysis project managers should be well versed in the various aspects of

the SAP Ariba Spend Analysis engagement and will assist you in:

– Understanding the overall SAP Ariba Spend Analysis process

– Mapping your SAP ERP data to the analysis data schema

– Providing feedback on uploaded source data extracts

– Identifying the optimal combination of hint fields for enrichment

– Various informational sessions on both analysis and the enrichment process

– Assisting with reviewing enrichment results and refining classifications where

appropriate

– Deployment of enriched data to users

– Conducting a data assessment at the completion of the first pass of enrichment

� Customer project manager 

You should assign a project manager to keep all resources focused on the project

goals; to make key decisions in a timely manner; and to report progress to internal

stakeholders, the project sponsor, and/or the steering committee.

� Customer technical data lead

Your IT data lead and his/her team are primarily responsible for the data collection

at your end, as your source data must be extracted and transformed into the SAP

Ariba Spend Analysis data schema format.
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� Customer functional data lead (procurement) and subject matter experts

Your functional data lead is the key resource that SAP Ariba team engages with

during this project. This resource is responsible for identifying historical spend

data and its sources where the data must be extracted and pushed to SAP Ariba

Spend Analysis. This resource works closely with the SAP Ariba Spend Analysis

shared services lead throughout this project to define and enable the data

extraction process from your various spend systems and to validate any enrich-

ments made to the extracted data. In addition, obtaining participation and sup-

port from subject matter experts (SMEs) on your procurement team, who will

eventually be the tool’s primary users and beneficiaries, is critical to the success of

the project. Throughout the project, these procurement SMEs will have access to

increasing levels of data, starting with the raw customer data once it is initially

loaded into SAP Ariba Analysis and SAP Ariba Spend Analysis. The first enrichment

milestone is available at the midway point of the enrichment phase and provides

supplier enrichment results, including supplier parentage and additional enrich-

ment attributes including diversity, industry codes, and credit ratings. The final

stage is the first-pass go-live, when commodity classifications are available and

your data can be leveraged to achieve numerous predefined project objectives,

including the identification of sourcing savings opportunities, supplier rational-

ization activities, and compliance monitoring.

� Customer project sponsors (and other key stakeholders) 

Stakeholders are executive-level members of your organization who sponsor the

project and promote buy-in and adoption in order to realize ROI. Your project

manager will normally update stakeholders on progress, issues, and decision-mak-

ing crucial to the completion of the project. Alternatively, stakeholder meetings

can be held for such updates.

In the elapsed time between contracting SAP Ariba for a SAP Ariba Spend Analysis

engagement and the project kickoff, you can begin to review the data schema docu-

ment to frame questions for the kickoff. However, we recommend delaying data

extraction work until after project kickoff, as key decisions and clarifications will

often be made during kickoff meetings.

During this time, strategizing about how to accomplish the data extraction is crucial.

If not properly planned and resourced, extraction poses the greatest risk for delaying

the project timeline.
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Note

SAP Ariba can offer assistance in your data extraction efforts, so we don’t recom-

mend delaying a visibility effort if IT resources are not available to extract data. For

more information, ask your SAP Ariba account executive.

Finally, several decisions must be made before you can request an SAP Ariba Analysis

instance. You should brainstorm several key concepts and be prepared to have an

answer for each during the project kickoff. As a result, the SAP Ariba project manager

can request the development of the new SAP Ariba Analysis instance immediately

following kickoff. Some considerations to keep in mind include the following:

� Customer name to appear embedded in URL (20 characters max, lowercase only,

no spaces)

� Your company’s fiscal calendar

� The spend currencies that will be available for reporting in SAP Ariba Analysis

(USD plus up to four additional currencies, as required)

Typical deliverables in this phase are project kickoff, SAP Ariba Spend Analysis proj-

ect overview, and analysis data schema. Let's begin with project kickoff.

Project Kickoff

The project kickoff routinely takes one or two days, depending on project size and

scope. The kickoff consists of two parts: project overview and data schema training.

The SAP Ariba project manager can be onsite or can be available by teleconference, at

your discretion. These two parts break out as follows.

SAP Ariba Spend Analysis Project Overview

The project overview should be attended by all project participants if possible. The

discussion will include:

� An overview of the SAP Ariba Spend Analysis solution and tools

� A scoping discussion including project resources, data, challenges, and time esti-

mates

� A high-level overview of the SAP Ariba Spend Analysis process (shown later in

Figure 9.4)
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� Data collection talking points

� An overview of the SAP Ariba data enrichment services process

� Next steps

Analysis Data Schema

The second portion of the kickoff is much more detail-oriented and consists of the

SAP Ariba project, your functional and technical data leads, and your project manager

walking through the analysis data schema in a detailed fashion. The objectives of this

session are to make key decisions on what spend will be in scope (and out of scope),

to map data fields from your SAP ERP system(s) to the analysis data schema, and to

ensure you understand all schema structure and formatting.

SAP Ariba Spend Analysis uses a fixed schema designed to enable best practice spend

analysis. While not all fields are required, we recommend populating all the available

fields. Although the process is flexible enough to accommodate other formats and

SAP Ariba has experience extracting and transforming data from multiple ERPs,

you’re far better off building scripts to automate data flows during refreshes and hav-

ing a structured schema to ensure all useful information is captured.

The SAP Ariba Analysis data schema is a series of associated flat files containing CSV

(comma-separated value) tables in a “star-schema” format. The center of the “star” is

your invoice and purchase order (PO) data. The supporting tables that these tables

refer to are the arms of the “star.”

Note

The standard scope for implementing SAP Ariba Spend Analysis doesn’t prevent you

from deviating from the standard SAP Ariba schema. However, if you wish to deviate

from the standard SAP Ariba schema, you must inform SAP Ariba during sales cycles

to adjust the scope.

A typical SAP Ariba Spend Analysis project runs 17 weeks, as shown in Figure 9.3.
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Figure 9.3  SAP Ariba Spend Analysis High Level Resource Plan and Timeline

For a list of typical activities by phase, consult Table 9.2.

9.2.2    Data Collection

Once the data has been extracted in the SAP Ariba Spend Analysis data schema for-

mat, the designated individual at your site will upload the source data files directly

into SAP Ariba Analysis. At this time, the SAP Ariba project manager will automati-

cally receive a notification.

Data Collection and Validation � Kick-off

� Data schema training and mapping

� Data extraction and validation

� Spend approval

Enrichment � Invoice and supplier enrichment

� Custom mapping

� Enrichment training

Refinement � Review results and provide feedback

� Apply feedback

Deployment � Analysis training

� Report templates, dashboards

� User creation

Table 9.2  Typical Activities by Phase
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IT resources are typically required for data collection to perform the extraction and

upload the data files into SAP Ariba Analysis. In the event that assistance is needed

extracting data from SAP source systems, which are historically the most difficult,

SAP Ariba offers an extract, transform, and load (ETL) tool, which extracts data from

customer source systems, transforms it into the SAP Ariba Analysis loading format,

and which can help load the data into SAP Ariba Analysis. The actual product is IBM

WebSphere DataStage with their SAP adapter. SAP Ariba engineering has built “job

templates,” which are included in the product when purchased through SAP Ariba

and provide a good starting point for customers with SAP sources.

9.2.3    Data Validation

Upon uploading a data file in SAP Ariba Analysis, the user will receive validation mes-

sages in various formats depending upon severity. At this time, the SAP Ariba project

manager will assist by reviewing these validation messages and performing checks

on the file formats and content. The unenriched source data is loaded into SAP Ariba

Analysis, where the data is made available for your review and remains available

throughout the project. As a result, some valuable aspects of the data will be available

to you in the analytic tool within days of project kickoff, depending on whether the

raw data can be aggregated. Various spend reports should be run at this time to

ensure that the data in SAP Ariba Analysis matches the data extracted and is consis-

tent with your common knowledge of your spend base. Please note that data collec-

tion and validation is an iterative cycle. As issues are discovered, data will have to be

reextracted, loaded, and validated. Once you’re convinced that the data is acceptable

to proceed, your project manager should send a spend approval notice to their desig-

nated SAP Ariba project manager. This email is a milestone that completes the data

collection/validation phase and moves the project into the next phase of the proj-

ect—data enrichment.

Again, this cycle time will vary greatly depending upon the scope of the project. How-

ever, SAP Ariba has found the average time is 2 to 8 weeks for such an effort, keeping

in mind that this time frame depends largely on your ability to complete data collec-

tion.

Typical deliverables and activities for the SAP Ariba team and for you, as the cus-

tomer, in this phase include the following:

� SAP Ariba deliverables and activities

– Assist customer data mapping, collection, and extraction
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– Train the customer on online data validation messages to find data format

issues, missing data, data inconsistencies, and anomalies

– Spend Validation Reports detailing amount of spend per source system, sup-

plier, business unit, part or other attributes defined by the customer

– Training on basic navigation and report creation

� Customer activities

– Responsible for reviewing the online data validation messages

– Responsible for resolving all data issues and file formats in order to meet the

SAP Ariba data acquisition schema requirements

9.2.4    Data Enrichment

The first step for SAP Ariba data enrichment services is to perform a data assessment.

This step provides a more accurate view into the magnitude of the work required

based on the quantity and quality of your data. Because the actual quantity and qual-

ity of the data often varies significantly from the estimates provided during the sales

cycle, project time estimates may change at this point—perhaps more, perhaps less,

time. In most cases, the estimate you receive at kickoff will hold true with minimal

changes, that is, assuming no significant changes in the data occur. After the data

assessment, SAP Ariba data enrichment services will run 100% of your spend data

through SAP Ariba’s enrichment engines, including engines that look for content,

persistence, and supplier matches.

SAP Ariba data enrichment services will provide results and confidence levels for

these results based on the data. These results are what the SAP Ariba data enrichment

services team will process, update, and approve over the next several weeks for sup-

plier enrichment and parentage, provided at the midway point of the enrichment

phase, and for commodity classifications, which will be available at first-pass go-live.

Data enrichment makes up a majority of the project timeline due to the volume of

processing, review, and quality assurance required. In this phase, the greatest vari-

ability exists depending on the scope of the project. Exceptions exist, but in most

cases, data enrichment will require 3 to 10 weeks.

Typical deliverables and activities for the SAP Ariba team and for you, as the cus-

tomer, in this phase include the following:

� SAP Ariba deliverables and activities

� Complete invoice and supplier enrichment
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� Support custom mapping activities

� Create data assessment report

� Update project timeline based on data enrichment requirements

� Create custom taxonomy mapping table and application on SAP Ariba analysis, if

applicable

� Invoice classifications per service level agreement

� Supplier parentage and enriched information per service level agreement

9.2.5    Deployment

The SAP Ariba project manager will work with your project manager to finalize the

customizable dashboard, default reports, and user setups as the now-enriched data is

deployed for widespread use in the identification of sourcing savings and analytics.

This work is performed in the lead time up until deployment. Your project manager

should allocate 2 to 5 days for this work.

One to two weeks after the first-pass deployment, the SAP Ariba project manager will

conduct a spend assessment, which highlights possible opportunities based on the

recently available enriched customer data. Note that the data assessment does not

include customer input or interviews and is therefore more directional in nature but

can illustrate several examples of how the data can be analyzed for potential action.

Typical deliverables and activities for the SAP Ariba team and for you, as the cus-

tomer, in this phase include the following:

SAP Ariba deliverables and activities

� Train customer on feedback and refinement process

� Create a base set of custom report and export templates and dashboards

� Train customer on SAP Ariba Analysis, including report templates, dashboards,

and user management

� Create data access controls

� Publish enrichment results

Note

Additional deployment services, such as enriching supplier data with diversity and

environmental information, and data transformation services to transform data
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from your customer-specific format to the SAP Ariba format can be purchased as

optional services. Contract your SAP Ariba customer engagement executive for the

SAP project for more information.

SAP Ariba Spend Analysis is now live in the customer’s landscape and available for

sourcing and category managers and other users to run spend analysis.

In the next section, let’s look at how to configure your SAP Ariba Spend Analysis solu-

tion.

9.3    Configuring SAP Ariba Spend Analysis

Let's now explore the configurations required to enable the SAP Ariba Spend Analysis

solution in your company’s landscape -

9.3.1    Configuring File Validation

File data validation is a critical step in spend analysis. In SAP Ariba, there are certain

file validation configurations that must be completed. Let's explore these configura-

tions.

Setting a File Validation Error Threshold

Three levels of error exist: error, warning, and info. You can specify a threshold for

each level of error reported. Once SAP Ariba Spend Analysis encounters the limit for

that level of error, file validation stops; thus, when the file is uploaded, the number of

lines processed will not match the file’s size. Once SAP Ariba Spend Analysis encoun-

ters the limit for warnings and info messages, it stops recording messages but does

not stop validating.

The three parameters for setting file validation error thresholds are:

� System.Analysis.FileValidation.ErrorThreshold

Default = 100

� System.Analysis.FileValidation.WarningThreshold

Default = 200

� System.Analysis.FileValidation.InfoThreshold

Default = 200
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Configuring Extended File Validation Reports

Extended file validation includes duplicate checks, dimension reference checks, and

other field-specific checks. SAP Ariba Spend Analysis will export the results of the

extended file validation to CSV validation reports, which includes sample lines and

groups of rows where errors occur, as well as detailed messages on the errors.

By default, extended file validation is enabled. You can enable or disable this feature

using the following parameter:

� System.Analysis.FileValidation.ExtendedValidationEnabled

The parameters for setting thresholds on the amount of information included in val-

idation reports are:

� System.Analysis.FileValidation.NumDuplicateCheckSampleLines

Default = 15

� System.Analysis.NumDuplicateCheckGroups

Default = 15

� System.Analysis.FileValidation.NumDuplicateCheckMessage

Default = 15

� System.Analysis.FileVali8dation.NumReferenceCheckSampleLines

Default = 150

� System.Analysis.FileValidation.NumReferenceCheckGroups

Default = 150

� System.Analysis.FileValidation.NumReferenceCheckMessages

Default = 150

9.3.2    Setting Opportunity Search Date Ranges

In SAP Ariba Spend Analysis, opportunity search allows users to perform targeted

searches for savings and other organizational opportunities using data ranges. You

must configure opportunity search date range settings before users can run opportu-

nity searches. The settings you configure constrain the dataset in which users can

perform searches, and this setting applies globally to all searches. The default config-

uration is the most recent year.
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Setting Up Opportunity Search Date Ranges

In this section, let’s look at how we can setup a date range for searching for opportu-

nities:

1. Log in with the ANALYSIS ADMINISTRATOR role into SAP Ariba Spend Manage-

ment.

2. Click on Manage • Administration.

3. In SAP Ariba administrator page, click Spend Visibility Manager • Opportunity

Search.

4. Under the Edit Settings tab, click Edit.

5. Specify a date range setting.

6. To set a date range that is automatically updated with new data whenever users

view an opportunity search, click Relative Date Range and choose a time period:

Year, Quarter, or Month. Then, choose the number of most recent and future time

periods you want to include and select whether you want to include the current

time period in the search.

7. To set a specific date range, click Fixed Date Range to enter dates or click the calen-

dar icon. Select Automatically so that ranges are adjusted to include complete

months, to exclude the current partial month, and to optimize search perfor-

mance.

8. Click OK.

Because opportunity search measures are computed, the settings you specify are

available in the data load database schema with the next scheduled SAP Ariba Spend

Analysis data load that includes postprocessing. Users can then run opportunity

searches on the data load schema. Once the schemas are switched, users can run

opportunity searches on the presentation schema. The opportunity search task’s

Data Load Schema and Presentation Schema tabs display the settings that are cur-

rently in effect in each database schema.

9.3.3    Configuring Star Schema Export

You can configure the star schema export process in your system to limit the number

of export ZIP files that are stored on the server at one time.

Use the following configuration parameters to set limits on the total number of

stored ZIP files and the amount of time they are stored before being automatically

deleted:
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� Application.Analysis.MaxStarSchemaExportsKeepTimeInDays

� Application.Analysis.MaxBgStarSchemaExportsKept

9.3.4    Configuring Non-English UNSPSC Code Display

By default, SAP Ariba Spend Analysis displays the UNSPSC code in English even

though the rest of the report is displayed in user’s locale. You can configure SAP Ariba

Spend Analysis to display UNSPSC codes in other languages, and users with matching

designated locales will see UNSPSC codes in those languages when running reports.

To display non-English UNSPSC codes in reports, you must load the UNSPSC code

data for the languages you plan to use. The number of languages other than English

in which you can display UNSPSC codes is specified by the following parameter:

� System.Analysis.Admin.AllocateMLSColumns

Default = 4

Setting Languages for UNSPSC Code Display

The following parameter specifies the languages you can select for UNSPSC code dis-

play:

� System.Analysis.ReportMSLLanguageList

Once you’ve set other languages for UNSPSC code display, you must reload your data

to associate the non-English UNSPSC codes with existing report data. Until you

reload the data, reports will continue to display UNSPSC codes only in the previously

specified languages.

To set languages for UNSPSC code display, follow these steps:

1. In SAP Ariba admin page, choose Reporting Manager • Customer Settings.

2. On the Edit Settings tab, select the languages in which you want to display UNSPSC

codes.

3. Click OK.

9.3.5    Integrating SAP Ariba Spend Analysis and SAP Ariba Data Enrichment 

Services

You can integrate SAP Ariba Spend Analysis and SAP Ariba Data Enrichment Services

to implement server-to-server communication between the two applications. With
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server-to-server communication, SAP Ariba Spend Analysis users can export supplier

and invoice data enrichment request files directly to a server, where the SAP Ariba

Data Enrichment Services team takes over for enrichment and then export the files

back to the server. You then load the enriched data back into SAP Ariba Spend Analy-

sis for use in reports. Email notifications let the appropriate users know when enrich-

ment request files have been exported from SAP Ariba Spend Analysis to the server

and when enrichment response files are ready to be loaded back into SAP Ariba

Spend Analysis.

To integrate the two solutions, you’ll need to perform the following steps:

1. When using your own installed instance of SAP Ariba Data Enrichment Services,

see the SAP Ariba Data Enrichment Installation and Migration Guide.

2. When using SAP Ariba Data Enrichment Services, contact SAP Ariba to have your

SAP Ariba Analysis integrated to the SAP Ariba Data Enrichment Services.

3. Configure SAP Ariba Spend Analysis to support enrichment activity notification

emails and to allow SAP Ariba Data Enrichment Services to recognize and identify

your instance of SAP Ariba Spend Analysis.

Integration-Specific Permissions

Two different SAP Ariba Spend Analysis permissions are associated with SAP Ariba

Data Enrichment Services:

� AnalysisDownloadfilesForEnrichment

Allows users to export enrichment request files from report pivot tables.

� AnalysisMonitorEnrichmentFiles

Allows users to receive email notifications whenever SAP Ariba Spend Analysis

generates an enrichment request file

In addition to these integration-specific permissions, the AnalysisMonitorDataFiles

permission allows users to receive include notifications whenever SAP Ariba Data

Enrichment Services has pulled an enrichment request file from the SAP Ariba Spend

Analysis server and whenever an enrichment response file is uploaded to SAP Ariba

Spend Analysis, either through a server pull or a manual file upload.

Configuration Parameter Settings

You should also make sure the following general upstream platform parameters that

support notification emails are set correctly:
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� System.Base.SMTPDomainName

Identifies the domain of the SMTP server used for sending notification emails.

� System.Base.SMTPServerNameList

Identifies one or more comma-separated SMTP servers used for sending notifica-

tion emails.

� Application.Base.NotificationFromAddress

Identifies the name of the user account used as the “from” field in notification

emails.

9.3.6    Enrichment Change Request Setting

SAP Ariba Spend Analysis enrichment feedback allows users with the appropriate

permissions to submit requests from the report pivot table to change how SAP Ariba

Data Enrichment Services enriches data. For example, a user running a report might

notice that a supplier is associated with the wrong parent company and can submit a

request to correct the mistake. After the request has been approved and sent to SAP

Ariba Data Enrichment Services, the request is evaluated, and changes made to

enrichment results where appropriate. These corrections appear in reports when the

corrected enrichment response data is loaded for reporting.

You can use enrichment change request settings to enable or disable enrichment

feedback, to edit the filters that constrain the data subject to feedback, and to export

and archive approved enrichment change requests.

You can modify enrichment change request settings in the SAP Ariba Spend Analysis

Manager workspace on the admin page. To manage enrichment change request set-

tings, you must have your user preferences set to view data from the data load

schema.

Viewing Data from the Data Load Schema

In this section, let’s look at how we can setup a preferences to enable viewing data

from data load schema:

1. In the SAP Ariba spend management dashboard, click Home.

2. On the command bar, click Preferences.

3. Click Change Report Preferences.

4. Select the Use Data Loading Schema checkbox.
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5. Click Ok to apply these preferences.

6. Click Done.

Enrichment feedback is enabled by default. Users with the AnalysisSubmitCCR permis-

sion can submit requests to change the enrichment results for items in reports.

Enabling/Disabling Enrichment Feedback

In this section, let’s look at how we can enable/disable enrichment feedback:

1. In SAP Ariba admin page, choose Spend Visibility Manager • Enrichment Change

Request Settings.

2. To enable enrichment feedback, select the Enrichment Change Request Enabled

checkbox. To disable enrichment feedback, deselect the checkbox.

3. Click Save.

You can edit enrichment change request filters to constrain the range of reporting

data for which users can submit change requests. Users can run reports on data out-

side of the constraints you apply, but they can only request changes to enrichment

results within the filter parameters you set. Enrichment change request filters apply

for all users in all reports.

Editing Filters for Enrichment Change Requests

In this section, let’s look at how we can edit filters for enrichment change request:

1. In SAP Ariba administration page, choose Spend Visibility Manager • Enrichment

Change Request Settings.

2. Click Edit Filters.

3. Specify the date range for the data for which users can submit enrichment change

requests.

– Click Relative date range to let users submit enrichment change requests for

data in a time period relative to the current date. Choose the time period (Year,

Quarter, or Month), then choose the number of most recent and future time

periods you want to include. Select whether you want to include the current

time period.

– Click Fixed date range from to let users submit enrichment change requests for

data in a specific time period and enter dates or use the calendar icon. Select

Automatically adjust the range to include complete months to include com-

plete months in the fixed date range.
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4. In the Field Browser, click the Others tab.

5. Add fields to the generic report from the Others tab and filter the data as you

would in any report. The Applied Filters area keeps track of the filters you apply to

constrain the set of data for which users can request enrichment changes.

6. Click Return to Enrichment Change Settings.

7. Click Save.

You can export approved enrichment change requests to SAP Ariba Data Enrichment

Services so that enrichment results will be corrected in subsequent data enrichment

runs. After exporting the requests, you can archive these change requests so that

they won’t be included in any subsequent exports of approved requests.

The Actions area of the Enrichment Change Request Settings page displays the num-

ber of currently approved, unarchived enrichment change requests.

Users with the AnalysisMonitorEnrichmentFiles permission also receive notifications

for the export of approved enrichment change requests. While these requests are

being exported, you can move the operation to the background while you perform

other tasks.

Exporting Approved Enrichment Change Requests

In this section, let’s look at how we can export approved enrichment change

requests:

1. In SAP Ariba admin page, choose Spend Visibility Manager • Enrichment Change

Request Settings.

2. Click Export Approved Requests.

3. To download the exported request file, click Download Enrichment File.

4. Click Return to Report to return to the Enrichment Change Requests page.

The Spend Visibility Enrichment Change Requests folder contains all enrichment

change requests. You can archive approved enrichment change requests to move

them to the Archived subfolder in the Spend Visibility Enrichment Change Requests

folder. Archived requests remain in the Archived folder until you delete them.

Archiving Approved Enrichment Change Requests

In this section, let’s look at how we can archive approved enrichment change re-

quests:
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1. In SAP Ariba admin page, choose Spend Visibility Manager • Enrichment Change

Request Settings.

2. Click Archive Approved Requests.

Viewing Archived Enrichment Change Requests

In this section, let’s look at how we can view enrichment change requests:

1. On the command bar, choose Search • Knowledge Project.

2. Click the vault link.

3. Click the Spend Visibility Enrichment Change Requests folder and choose Open.

4. Click the Archived folder and choose Open.

9.3.7    Managing Data Access Control

Access control determines which users are authorized to see specific SAP Ariba Spend

Analysis data in reports. You should only use the access control discussed in this sec-

tion to control access to SAP Ariba Spend Analysis data; to control access to other

data, you should define access control for users in the application where the data

originates.

To implement access control, you’ll supply an access control class. SAP Ariba defines

a Java API for access control in reports, and the default SAP Ariba application imple-

mentation includes one access control implementation, ariba.analytics.mdql.Role-

BasedAccessControlManager, which reads a set of access control rules from a

configuration file. When you use this class, you are implementing data access restric-

tions by writing rules, which can be based on user name, group, role, or permission.

The upstream platform default configuration for reporting uses the RoleBasedAccess-

ControlManager class. However, if you aren’t using a default configuration, you must

change your configuration to use either the default RoleBasedAccessControlManager

implementation or a custom implementation of your choosing.

Note

Data access control rules alter report queries and can affect report performance,

especially if they interfere with materialized views (a database object that contains

the result of a query). When you implement data access control rules, you should be

aware that these rules may prevent the use of out of the box materialized views and
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that you might need to implement customized materialized views that support the

queries generated by your access control rules to minimize their impact on perfor-

mance.

Role-Based Access Control Manager

The RoleBasedAccessControlManager reads data access control rules from an access

control rule configuration file.

To use the RoleBasedAccessControlManager, set the following parameter:

System.Analysis.AccessControlManager =
ariba.analytics.mdql.RoleBasedAccessControlManager

When you use the RoleBasedAccessControlManager, you can update and maintain

your rules from the Data Access Control task in the SAP Ariba admin page Spend Ana-

lysis manager workspace. Users with AnalysisManageAccessControlRules permission

can access this task.

Administering Access Control Rules

In this section, let’s look at how we can administrator access control rules:

1. In SAP Ariba admin page, choose Spend Visibility Manager • Data Access Control.

2. Click Export Rules.

3. Save the exported AccessControlRules.table file to the location of your choice.

4. Use a text editor to make any necessary changes to access control rules in the file.

5. Click Import Rules, navigate to the location where you saved the AccessControl-

Rules.table file, and click Open.

6. Click Upload to import the modified rules configuration file.

The edits you make to the access control rules take effect immediately after you

upload the rules file.

Rule Precedence

Each access control rule can either allow or block access for a user based on the user’s

user name, permissions, roles, or groups:
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� Allow means that the user can see only the data specified by that rule, and no other

data.

� Block means that the user can see all data except for the data specified by that rule.

The data a user can see in reports is defined by a cumulative view created by all the

rules that apply to that user, in the order that they are listed in the access control rule

configuration file.

The precedence of rules is as follows:

� If a user’s information matches the user name, permission, role, or group in a rule,

that rule applies to the user.

� If no rules apply to a given user, no restrictions limit that user’s view of the data.

If two rules that apply to a user conflict with each other because they specify allow

and block operations on the same fact/field-path/field-value combination, the last

rule to be read in the configuration file is the rule that applies. You should structure

rules to avoid this situation.

Note

Rules are evaluated against facts, not dimensions.

9.4    Integrating SAP Ariba Spend Analysis with SAP Analytics Cloud 
and On-Premise Data Sources

Transactions, especially payment, can be located outside of the SAP Ariba solutions

you implement, which is perfectly okay, as long as you can get to the applicable data

in these systems and extract it into SAP Ariba Spend Analysis. SAP Ariba offers a

number of ETL tools, the main being the SAP Ariba Integration Toolkit, and other ser-

vices to facilitate this process. In addition to adding data from third-party systems,

SAP Ariba Spend Analysis offers a number of key report settings that can be leveraged

to tailor reports for your organization. Some fundamental settings are:

� Languages for UNSPSC display in addition to English can be set, up to four addi-

tional languages.

� Fiscal calendar settings are only available in sites with SAP Ariba Spend Analysis,

and these settings determine how invoice and purchase order dates translate into
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fiscal years in reports, including possibly an offset configuration to allow fiscal

years to begin at different times other than the calendar year.

� Custom field hierarchies allow for more detailed fiscal settings, such as fiscal

months that begin several days into a calendar month.

� Custom fields for measure, date, dimension, and string can be enabled by creating

custom fields for your site, loading the data to the data load schema, and then

loading the data to the presentation load schema.

� Customizing field labels can be customized field in SAP Ariba Spend Analysis

reports by uploading CSV files with field label strings.

Users in the SAP Ariba Spend Analysis project manager group can customize field

labels. Four files are available for string customization:

� The aml.analysis.HostedSpendExt.csv file contains flexible field labels.

� The aml.analysis.InvoiceAnalysis.csv file contains strings for field labels in the

invoice fact table, such as invoice number and invoice spend.

� The aml.analysis.PurchaseOrderAnalysis.csv file contains strings for field labels in

the purchase order fact table, such as the PO ID.

� The spend.aml.analysis.SpendAnalysis.csv file contains SAP Ariba Spend Analysis-

related field labels, such as procurement system and source system.

9.5    Mining Procurement Operations for Data

In the following sections, we’ll provide an overview of the types of data that with SAP

Ariba Spend Analysis can analyze, the basic facets on which you should consider

focusing your analysis, and the work areas available for drilling down into data and

key reports. Next, we’ll discuss some key reports, along with the areas they can

impact. Finally, we’ll cover some key data sources and our options for importing this

data into SAP Ariba Spend Analysis.

9.5.1    Data Types

SAP Ariba Spend Analysis provides provide tools that allow you to analyze the follow-

ing types of data:
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� SAP Ariba Spend Analysis invoice and purchase order data, which may be new or

existing data enriched by SAP Ariba data enrichment with improved supplier and

commodity classification.

� SAP Ariba Spend Analysis data also includes common data, such as custom units

of measure, currency conversion rates, fiscal hierarchies, taxonomies for com-

modities and services, diversity certifications, and opportunity search ranges.

� Data from other SAP Ariba spend management solutions such as the SAP Ariba

Contracts, SAP Ariba Sourcing, and SAP Ariba Supplier Lifecycle and Performance.

� Custom fact data, which can come from external data sources such as SAP ERP sys-

tems or from SAP Ariba Spend Management solutions.

� Data from other SAP Ariba Spend Management solutions, which is updated

through regular, automated data pulls. SAP Ariba Spend Analysis and custom fact

data update through regular data loads.

To make new SAP Ariba Spend Analysis and custom fact data available for reporting

and analysis, you’ll perform the following high-level steps:

1. Acquire data

Data may come from data sources such as SAP ERP or other third-party systems

but must be consolidated in data files with the correct format.

2. Load data

After the data is consolidated into data files, designated users can add the files to

data load operations and schedule those operations to load the data into the data

load database schema.

3. Switch schemas

After the data load operation is complete, designated administrative users can ver-

ify the data and then switch from the data load database schema to the presenta-

tion database schema, at which point the data becomes available in reports to all

users. Next, an automatic operation that copies the data back from the presenta-

tion schema into the data load schema, so that it is ready for the next data load.

9.5.2    SAP Ariba Spend Analysis: Areas for Analysis

Once the data has been loaded and organized, you can proceed to analysis. The main

areas for analysis and strategic review are categories, direct material order patterns,

noncompliant spend (or “maverick” spend), supplier relationship management, and
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spending by brands. Using these insights can further reduce costs, focus and opti-

mize your supplier base and help you understand supplier vulnerabilities and criti-

calities, as shown in Figure 9.4.

Figure 9.4  SAP Ariba Spend Analysis: Process

Ideally, these insights are funneled back into the SAP Ariba set of solutions (SAP Ariba

Sourcing, SAP Ariba Buying and Invoicing), SAP Ariba Invoice Management profes-

sional, and so forth) to optimize your procurement operations further in system,

cycle-by-cycle. For example, if you identify that most noncompliant spend is for

items that haven’t been categorized or aren’t in the catalogs or contracts available,

then adding these items to the system and communicating these changes to your

users should significantly improve this area. If you rely solely on a single supplier for

a key input or category, that supplier is in a position to raise prices or impact your

supply chain. Thus, efforts should be made to inviting, vetting, and adding similar

suppliers to your environment. Similarly, if you have a growing number of suppliers
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power with volume increases, and ultimately drive down costs.
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9.5.3    Work Areas

SAP Ariba Spend Analysis offers a variety of work areas for drilling down into your

data and generating key reports, such as the following:

� SAP Ariba Spend Analysis manager workspace

You can use the SAP Ariba Spend Analysis manager workspace to manage data

related to SAP Ariba Spend Analysis reports. The following authorization groups

have access to the manager workspace:

– Customer administrator (everything except the opportunity search task)

– SAP Ariba Spend Analysis project manager (everything except the opportunity

search task)

– SAP Ariba Spend Analysis category change request (CCR) reviewer (enrichment

change request settings task)

– SAP Ariba Spend Analysis opportunity analyst (opportunity search task)

� Source systems

A source system represents a distinct data source for your reporting data. Each

source system has a source type that defines the format of the data.

Members of the SAP Ariba Spend Analysis project manager group have access to

upload files and load data into all source systems, but members of the SAP Ariba

Spend Analysis data file manager group only have access to upload files and load

data into their assigned source systems.

� Import/export star schema

You can import and export the database star schema to synchronize your database

with external systems or with the database star schemas in your SAP Ariba solu-

tions.

Your system has a dedicated database star schema if it includes SAP Ariba Spend

Analysis or custom reporting facts.

� Enrichment data

Enrichment data improves commodity and supplier classifications, including a

more detailed classification of commodities and services.

Members of the SAP Ariba Spend Analysis project manager group will receive

email notifications when users generate enrichment request files.

� Data access control

Data access rules determine which users are authorized to see specific SAP Ariba
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Spend Analysis data. You can restrict access to SAP Ariba Spend Analysis data in

reporting facts by writing access control rules based on user name or group.

All changes to rules take effect immediately after you import the rules file.

� Enrichment change request settings

The feedback loop with SAP Ariba for correcting and adjusting classifications in

the data is the enrichment change process. To control access to feedback submis-

sion, you can use enrichment change request settings to enable or disable enrich-

ment feedback, to manage when newly approved enrichment changes are loaded

to the presentation schema, and to manage the current in your site. For example,

a user might submit an enrichment change request to correct a report that dis-

plays the wrong commodity classification for a particular commodity from a sup-

plier.

This section also displays all the rules that have been generated by currently sub-

mitted enrichment change requests.

� Manage benchmarking

SAP Ariba customer support loads benchmarking data to use with your SAP Ariba

Spend Analysis reports.

� Opportunity search

Opportunity searches are targeted searches, based on commodities, that highlight

opportunities for savings, improved efficiency, supplier diversity, and other com-

pany goals in your spend data. You can run prepackaged opportunity searches or

create your own opportunity search.

You use the opportunity search task to configure the accounting date range for

opportunity search settings, as shown in Table 9.3.

Opportunity Search Type Description

Price variation Identify areas for savings through more effective choice of 

suppliers

Supplier fragmentation Identify areas for savings through supplier consolidation

Order fragmentation Identify inefficient purchasing in your company

Opportunities for sourcing Identify commodities for which a large sourcing event might 

achieve savings

Table 9.3  Opportunity Search Types
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9.5.4    Key Reports and Corresponding Impact Areas

In addition to understanding general spending, several reporting areas in SAP Ariba

Spend Analysis can have immediate impact and return on investment for procure-

ment solutions. Areas like contract awareness, rationalizing pricing across contracts,

and understanding supplier ownership structures to consolidate further volume for

contract negotiations, all provide relatively quick returns with little required change

management or process changes. In essence, you are already working the processes,

but “leakage” occurs due to a lack of understanding or visibility in these areas.

Contract Awareness Report

The Contract Awareness report, shown in Figure 9.5, is built in SAP Ariba Spend Ana-

lysis using purchasing price variance (PPV) data. You define the variance as where the

same supplier billed two different prices for the same item. Another metric is differ-

ent customer sites purchasing at different prices, which is called purchase price align-

ment (PPA). Once this data is defined, additional data points can be calculated, such

as supplier optimization cost (SOC) or the savings associated from always buying

from the supplier that offers you the most favorable pricing.

Figure 9.5  SAP Ariba Spend Analysis: Contract Awareness Report
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As shown in Figure 9.5, the PPV, PPA, and SOC totals are available on the Contract

Awareness report. Keep in mind that these amounts, if saved, could represent imme-

diate additional profitability to your company but may require significantly more in

sales/revenues to realize, depending on the company’s net margin. So, if $10 million

in savings is realized via these insights in procurement, and your company is work-

ing with a 10% net margin, you would have to sell 100 million more of products/ser-

vices to realize this amount.

Supplier Parentage Report

Different types of procurement situations may include this type of opportunity. For

example, if you’re buying a product category that is supplied by an industry undergo-

ing a lot of mergers and acquisitions activity, you may be unknowingly buying from

subsidiaries of the same parent company at different prices and on different con-

tracts. Or, you may be buying off of multiple contracts for the same product for the

same supplier and would thus have an opportunity to consolidate that way. If the

suppliers are conglomerates, or if the supplier base in this industry is heavily domi-

nated by a few key players, fewer opportunities may arise for this type of report to

uncover. Also, if the owner of the supplier is an investment entity or conglomerate,

this type of contract roll up/consolidation will be less fruitful.

Figure 9.6  Supplier Parentage Report: Utilities
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Supplier parentage can be brought to bear on negotiated utilities contracts, as shown

in Figure 9.6, and spend volume reports. The report shows which utilities share a

common parent as well as your spend volumes and indicates opportunities to con-

solidate your contracts as parent-to-parent versus location to subsidiary.

The Supplier Parentage report is also where spend volumes and trends come into

play—if you’re spending higher amounts than before, include this fact in the next

negotiation round as leverage and justification for obtaining better pricing and rates.

Likewise, understanding which product categories are influenced by price changes in

terms of how much your company eventually purchases (price/volume elasticity),

and which categories are largely price insensitive, can determine whether you look

for external price reductions from your supplier, or for internal measures to curb

demand for hat category. If your company’s volume of buying in a category is largely

driven by price, achieving a price reduction from the supplier will lead to an almost

commensurate increase in purchasing, negating the savings effects. Having pricing

and category information, as well as historical trend data in the form of volume over

time by price, can assist you with understanding whether reducing volume or price

leads to the greatest savings. Follow-on reports are available in SAP Ariba Spend Ana-

lysis, such as the Spend Volume report and the Spend Variance Analysis Volume vs.

Price Effects report.

Supplier Fragmentation Report

Fragmented markets often represent the best sourcing opportunities, which means,

from an economics standpoint, with the correct analysis and understanding of the

market, you stand to obtain pricing at, or even below, cost. A fragmented supply mar-

ket typically encompasses many competitors vying for your business in that product

or service category. Conversely, if the market for an item is split neatly between a few

large suppliers, your negotiating leverage may be severely reduced. No matter how

well laid out your arguments are, you may still end up paying what the supplier asked

for initially because you don’t have alternatives. Figure 9.7 shows an example sup-

plier fragmentation report.
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Once you account for geographical or other justifications for a larger-than-normal

amount of suppliers providing a category, you’ll next determine whether your sourc-

ing and cost-saving strategies for a particular category had potential from a supplier

availability and overall market standpoint.

Figure 9.7  Supplier Fragmentation Report

Additional Reports

The Supplier Footprint report provides several useful data points with invoicing

activity, as well as commodity and site/division count on a supplier, with the goal of

facilitating consolidation. Invoicing activity highlights opportunities to streamline

ordering with top suppliers, including drilldown by category. Commodity counts

uncover niche suppliers, whose spend could potentially be consolidated with a more

diverse supplier. Site/division count show how entrenched, or intertwined, a supplier

is with your company, since a supplier with a large number of relationships with your

company’s sites will be more difficult to replace with another.
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In the short term, moving away from a heavily entwined or favored supplier may not

be feasible, but understanding from a long-term strategy approach may be the first

step in eventually achieving dissolution or independence from the relationship. Like-

wise, the Spend Concentration report allows you review categories of spend where

you currently have too little competition and too much dependence on one supplier.

Finally, as with demand management, the insights gleaned from these reports

should drive changes in procurement behaviors in your organization, rather than

solely supplier-focused rationalizations. To help change procurement behaviors, SAP

Ariba Spend Analysis provides prepackaged reports such as three PO vs. Non-PO

Spend reports; an Off Contract Spend report by commodity/organization unit/sup-

plier; and an Organizational Analysis report from source systems.

Understanding multiple aspects of a procurement scenario and finding is necessary

to making an informed decision. You could simply act on the first report showing

that you are overly dependent on a supplier who is underperforming. However,

before using this report to justify a host of other actions, you’ll need understand (via

other reports in SAP Ariba Spend Analysis) just where this supplier fits in, both inter-

nally at your company as well as externally in the market. For example, if you don’t

take into account the supplier’s relationship level with your company from a site

standpoint, or if you ignore the supplier market makeup for the product being sup-

plied, a sudden “rip and replace” move by the supplier could have negative conse-

quences that outweigh the sought-after savings. Likewise, if you chase a savings

target on a commodity via negotiating a price reduction with the supplier without

understanding your company’s price elasticity with that commodity, achieving a

reduction in price could simply lead to more wasteful usage of that commodity and

no real savings, due to increased purchasing volumes.

As shown in Table 9.4, analysis and cross-functional insight are required when lever-

aging these data points and reports from SAP Ariba’s analytics tools to take action.

When pursuing a savings opportunity, be sure to assess not only the opportunity, but

also the business impact, supply risk, ease of implementation, and savings potential.

To fully understand the savings potential, you’ll need to consider additional histori-

cal factors in your spend volumes, supply base concentration, spending concentra-

tion with supplier, and savings history, as shown in Figure 9.8.
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Figure 9.8  Key SAP Ariba Spend Analysis: Factors for Sourcing Savings

Business Impact Supply Risk Savings Potential Ease of 
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Table 9.4  SAP Ariba Spend Analysis: Insight-Driven Action

Low Savings Opportunity High Savings Opportunity

Low spend volume, full spend
leveraged in past negotiations.

Highly concentrated supply base.

The spend is spread across many
line items in the category.

Buyer has recently achieved large
savings on the items in this
category.

Low spend volume, significantly
more spend than previously
leveraged.

Highly concentrated supply base.

The spend is spread across many
line items in the category.

Buyer has recently achieved large
savings on the items in this
category.

Spend Volume

Supply Base
Fragmentation

Spend
Concentration

Savings History
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Insights often seem obvious once stated, but hidden up until that point. Similarly, if

you aren’t spending a lot of money with a supplier or type of item in the category, pri-

oritizing this area for analysis or savings initiatives doesn’t make sense. When only a

few suppliers operate in a market, you’re dealing with an oligopoly, and oligopolies

don’t have to negotiate as hard as perfectly competitive markets. Finally, if you’ve

recently secured large savings in a category or with a supplier, the savings opportuni-

ties may very well be exhausted for this area at the moment.

Only through measured analysis of these vital areas will you likely achieve the

desired results and realize the actual opportunity estimated from the data. Hasty

decision-making based off one-dimensional reporting can resemble a game of

whack-a-mole, with constant effort only surfacing other problems to replace the tar-

geted one.

9.5.5    Key Data Sources and Options for Importing into 

SAP Ariba Spend Analysis

SAP Ariba spend management and visibility uses the concept of a “source system,”

which is not necessarily a separate system, but more of a mechanism for segregating

data. SAP Ariba spend management reporting uses source systems to represent dis-

tinct data sources. Each source system has a source type that defines the format of

the data loaded into it. Users in the SAP Ariba Spend Analysis project manager group

can add and delete source systems and can manage which source systems users in

the SAP Ariba Spend Analysis data file manager group can access on the admin page

for the SAP Ariba Spend Analysis manager.

Depending on the solutions implemented, your site will use some combination of

the following source systems, as shown in Table 9.5.
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Source Type Source System Name Description

SAP Ariba Spend 

Management

SAP Ariba Spend 

Management

Transactional data and data on projects 

and tasks from SAP Ariba Contracts, SAP 

Ariba Sourcing, and SAP Ariba Supplier 

Lifecycle and Performance data. Auto-

mated data pulled from these solutions 

is loaded into this source system. In SAP 

Ariba Spend Management solutions 

that do not include SAP Ariba Spend 

Analysis; you always load custom fact 

data into the SAP Ariba Spend Manage-

ment source system.

Global Default Global data, such as master data, from 

SAP Ariba Contracts, SAP Ariba Sourc-

ing, SAP Ariba Spend Analysis, and SAP 

Ariba Supplier Lifecycle and Perfor-

mance. Star schema ZIP files are loaded 

into this source system.

SAP Ariba Spend 

Analysis

Defined upon creation 

of source system

Users in the SAP Ariba Spend Analysis 

project manager group can create dif-

ferent source systems of type SAP Ariba 

Spend Analysis for loading SAP Ariba 

Spend Analysis data files. You can also 

load custom fact data into an SAP Ariba 

Spend Analysis source system.

Global Self service procure-

ment: None

Global, unpartitioned data from SAP 

Ariba invoice and procurement solu-

tions. Automated data pulls from these 

solutions are loaded into this source 

system.

Buyer-Generic Self service procure-

ment: Generic

Generic format data for SAP Ariba 

invoice and procurement solutions. 

Automated data pulls from these solu-

tions are loaded into this source sys-

tem.

Table 9.5  Source System Types
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You can add or delete source systems of the SAP Ariba Spend Analysis source type,

but you cannot add or delete ASM, global, or buyer source systems. You can add a sin-

gle source system at a time, or you can add batches of source systems by uploading a

source system via a CSV file. Source system names cannot be longer than 20 alphanu-

meric characters or contain spaces.

Custom reporting facts are available in:

� SAP Ariba Contracts professional

� SAP Ariba Sourcing professional

� SAP Ariba Spend Analysis professional

� SAP Ariba Supplier Management

� SAP Ariba Supplier Lifecycle and Performance

SAP Ariba Spend Management solutions include a set of reporting facts to store data

about the basic transactions that users are investigating when they run a report.

These facts include invoice, purchase order, contract workspace (procurement),

event item summary, and others. SAP Ariba Spend Management automatically loads

data into these facts from your solution package at regular intervals. In SAP Ariba

Spend Analysis solution packages, SAP Ariba Spend Analysis project managers can

load external invoice and purchase order data into SAP Ariba Spend Analysis for ana-

lytical reporting.

Custom reporting facts are not enabled by default. To enable custom reporting facts,

you’ll need to work with SAP Ariba services. You can use custom reporting facts to

load other kinds of data from third-party systems into SAP Ariba Spend Management

Buyer: SAP Self service procure-

ment: SAP

SAP format data for SAP Ariba invoice 

and procurement solutions. Automated 

data pulls from these solutions are 

loaded into this source system.

Buyer: Psoft Self service procure-

ment: Psoft

PeopleSoft format data for SAP Ariba 

invoice and procurement solutions. 

Automated data pulls from these 

solutions are loaded into this source 

system.

Source Type Source System Name Description

Table 9.5  Source System Types (Cont.)
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and then run analytical reports to show this data side-by-side with SAP Ariba Spend

Management data. You can use custom reporting facts to load:

� Third-party supplier quality data, such as percentage of claims in total freight cost,

for use in key performance indicators (KPIs) in SAP Ariba Supplier Lifecycle and

Performance scorecards.

� Third-party supplier risk data for use in surveys.

� Third-party savings pipeline and tracking data for reporting alongside SAP Ariba

Sourcing project data.

� Third-party external contract data for reporting alongside SAP Ariba Spend Analy-

sis invoice and purchase order data.

� Third-party order fulfillment data for reporting alongside SAP Ariba Contracts

management workspaces, SAP Ariba Sourcing projects, or SAP Ariba Supplier Life-

cycle and Performance projects.

� Spend forecast data for reporting alongside SAP Ariba Spend Analysis invoice

spend data.

� SAP Ariba supplier data in a separate supplier fact for drilling down and filtering

supplier data by commodity category, region, minority-owned status, and so on.

By default, SAP Ariba stores supplier data in a dimension, which does not allow for

this kind of analytical reporting.

As with other aspects of database design, custom reporting facts require careful plan-

ning and analysis. After you create a custom fact, it cannot be deleted in the system,

and modifications to custom fact data are subject to limitations. For example, you

can overwrite existing data with new rows of data that use the same lookup key val-

ues as existing data, and you also can add new data to the existing dataset. However,

you cannot delete existing data.

Because of these limitations, custom facts are most suitable for data that is static or

that changes slowly. For example, data from completed rounds of supplier perfor-

mance evaluations is unlikely to change. You will, however, continue to add to it. Sup-

plier data changes infrequently, and even if your company stops doing business with

a supplier, you’ll want to retain that supplier’s record for archival purposes. On the

other hand, you’re likely to run up against these limitations with large-volume data-

sets that change rapidly, including procurement documents such as invoices, requi-

sitions, and purchase orders.
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Custom facts have further limitations: Custom facts do not include any default fields

for common measures, such as spend and count, nor do they support currency con-

versions. You must create all the measure fields you want when you create the cus-

tom facts.

If you’ve enabled the custom fact feature or are implementing SAP Ariba Spend Ana-

lysis, you’ll store data in a dedicated star schema. This star schema uses fact tables to

store specific types of records, such as invoices, projects, or survey, and uses dimen-

sion tables to store records that are common to most or all facts, such as suppliers

and commodities, or regions.

As shown in Figure 9.9, dimensions can contain different levels of data, organized in

top-down hierarchies that progress from general to specific. Report queries associate

fact and dimension tables so that you can drill down, navigate hierarchy levels, add

and remove hierarchy fields, and perform other analytical tasks in reports.

Figure 9.9  SAP Ariba Star Schema Data Model

9.6    Summary

Like SAP Ariba Supplier Lifecycle and Performance, SAP Ariba Spend Analysis was

developed to address more complex reporting requirements in procurement than

the one-dimensional reports available in various solution areas. SAP Ariba Spend

Fact:

• SupplierID
• ContractID
• CommodityID
• RegionID

Dimension:

• SuppliedID
• Name
• Address
• ERP Code

Dimension:

• ContractID
• Title
• Creator
• Effective Date

Dimension:

• RegionID
• Region
• Sub-Regions
• Parent Regions

Dimension:

• CommodityID
• Commodity
• Sub-Categories
• Parent Categories
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Analysis combines disparate data sources and purchasing documents with actual

spend/payment data to provide managers and executives with a clear understanding

of just where the money is going in procurement. Whether in procurement or in pol-

itics, following the money is always a good starting point. What is gleaned from SAP

Ariba Spend Analysis reporting can then be used to achieve greater savings through

targeted initiatives. You should use further analysis with SAP Ariba Spend Analysis to

focus on what is important and useful for your organization, using market analysis

and reports in the supplier side of the system to identify where the most savings can

be achieved with the least amount of effort. As with the other analysis tools in SAP

Ariba Supplier Lifecycle and Performance, how you interpret and what you do with

the insights is just as important as getting to them in the first place.
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